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Catherine McGrath - Cinderella
Tom: G
Intro: G D Em C

G
Sort of feel like a Cinderella at the ball
         D
Like I'm out of place, like I don't belong
 Em                                       C
Clock keeps saying that I gotta go home soon
G
Borrowed dress and everything to lose
  D
I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for you
        Em                                              C
But I'm watching you dance with every other girl in the room

    Em    D    C
My heart just burns
      Em   D   C
And I wait my turn

G                       D
What if tonight's our night?
                       Em
What if we kiss just right?
                                C
What if we found what we were looking for in each others eyes?
G                    D
What if it sets us free?
                      Em
What if it's meant to be?
                    C
What if it's that easy?
                       G
What if the shoe fits me?

           G
Couldn't count all the days and all of the nights
         D
In the front of your car on the passenger side
       Em                                    C
Just singing all the words to our favourite songs
                G
Then you'd say you can't find the one, you try and you try
     D
But maybe tonight when you look in my eyes
      Em                           C

You'll realize I've been here all along

        Em  D   C
I look back at you
         Em     D    C
And see dreams come true

G                       D
What if tonight's our night?
                       Em
What if we kiss just right?
                                 C
What if we found what we were looking for in each others eyes?
G                    D
What if it sets us free?
                      Em
What if it's meant to be?
                   C
What if it's that easy?
                     Em
What if the shoe fits me?

               D
Tell me not to go
                 G
Don't you wanna know?
                 C
Don't you wanna know?

G                      D
What if tonight's our night?
                      Em
What if we kiss just right?
                                C
What if we found what we were looking for in each others eyes?
G                    D
What if it sets us free?
                       Em
What if it's meant to be?
                    C
What if it's that easy?
                      G
What if the shoe fits me?

G
Sort of feel like a Cinderella at the ball
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